OpenAIRE MONITOR

Simplify Research Tracking & Monitoring

An added value service for funders, research administrators and research infrastructures

STARTING from existing research-related data sources

We make visualizations, graphs, reports and deliver all in a customizable tool

We combine with external data (patents, social, company) and perform IMPACT ANALYSIS to produce

DATAforimpact

OpenScience Collaboration Innovation

1. collect clean de-duplicate infer extract information

to...

2. Build an open, global and trusted Research Graph

3. on which...

We perform

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS and produce

Open Science Indicators

4.

and...

5.

NETWORK ANALYSIS and produce

Collaboration Indicators

6.

How to join:

- Contact OpenAIRE at info@openaire.eu or via one of our national organizations at openaire.eu/contact-noads
- Sign an agreement for data exchange
- Provide minimal data of your funding data
- Work with our technical team to setup a monitoring dashboard to serve your needs